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INTRODUCING



STYLETAINMENT is a theatrical 
fashion production company 
that produces extraordinary 
performances and events, 
fusing the art of Style and 
Entertainment from a unique 
point of view. 

The company's first production, 
The Show, A Cancer Survivors 
Story premiered in 2012. It is a 
narration in movement, telling 
the powerful story of a cancer 
survivor’s determination to live 
her life with strength and 
gratitude in the face of 
extraordinary difficulties‐‐and 
her ultimate triumph. It’s about 
the faith, perseverance and 
self‐determination of a little girl 
who dared to dream. 

Weaving together a poetic 
tapestry of blissfulness through 
the universal language of music, 
fashion and dance, The Show, A 
“Cancer Survivors Story”, takes 
the audience on an uplifting 
and inspirational journey of 
tremendous beauty, style, 
fantasy, mystery, seduction and 
creative energy. 



Rather than pure entertainment, The Show, A “Cancer Survivors”, 
Story is also a powerful platform that honors and uplifts breast 
cancer survivors, as well as brings awareness to the desperate 
needs of homeless women with cancer‐‐a plight that the creator 
of the show, Missouri , experienced first‐hand while battling 
cancer. It is her hope that one day, there will be “A Place Called 
Home,” where these women can live while going through 
treatments and healing, and become productive and proud 
citizens once again.

. 



Missouri has participated and produced hundreds of shows. She’s a 
Visionary, Producer, Stylist, Entertainment Designer & Author with a 
very distinct point of view. Missouri has paved a path “her way” 
into the style and entertainment industries. She was awarded 
“Female Entrepreneur of the Year” for her commitment to 
achieving personal success and empowering success in others. 
After being diagnosed with stage 2 breast cancer in 2010, she 
realized “LIFE IS NOW” and NOW is all we have. So she decided 
(while going through chemo) to bring her life-long dream to the 
stage…and STYLETAINMENT was born! Missouri is a powerful but 
gentle force, she has created a platform for many others to display 
their talents. Honoring and uplifting women is a part of her life’s 
path. She is a gift to the world and thank God her journey 
continues. If you’ve ever been in a position of thinking about 
quitting on your DREAMS, take a page out of her book and get 
inspired, because Missouri is the poster child for NEVER GIVE UP!

PRODUCER                                          

DESIGNER                                       

AUTHOR 

Breast Cancer Inspirational                                              

& Upliftment Leader



I’M KYRA SHANAE, AND IT IS AN HONOR TO BE STYLETAINMENT’S 
PRODUCER, HEAD PRODUCTION CHOREOGRAPHER AND CAST 
MEMBER. Bringing my mother’s vision and designs to life onstage is 
quite amazing. My favorite scene is “All About Me” and probably 
not for the reasons you are thinking. Yes, it is super fun to twirl and 
whip those capes around. Yes, I love the reaction we get from the 
crowd whenever, wherever we performed that scene. Yes, the 
colors are so vibrant it makes me smile every time I see them fly in 
the air. However, none of those reasons are why it is my favorite. It 
is my favorite because it has a significant meaning to my mom. You 
see, back in the ‘80s before The Show, before cancer, even before 
me, my mom traveled and made a living off of 7 capes, very similar 
to what you see today. She had the vision then but got sidetracked 
with life and kids. Performing  “All About Me” today just feels like I 
am picking up where she left off. It’s as if no time has passed and we 
don’t plan on stopping anytime soon! 

PRODUCER
& PRODUCTION

CHOREOGRAPHER



MY NAME IS IMANI TAHIRA, I AM THE PRODUCTION MANAGER 
AND CAST MEMBER FOR STYLETAINMENT. The Show is like a 
manifestation on stage about someone who decides to fight to 
live and start doing what they were truly meant to do. It is very 
inspiring how it comes to life visually. It is a survivor’s story that 
is captivating, exhilarating, and attention-grabbing. You never 
know what may happen in each scene from the beginning to 
end. The narration provides an “in the moment” feeling as to 
how Missouri’s journey went from her perspective. My favorite 
scene is: “Wild Orchid”: because it’s mysterious, bright, and 
surprising. This scene feels like you’re coming into your own and 
letting the world know you have blossomed into confidence. 

PRODUCTION
MANAGER 



MY NAME IS DEVONNE JONES I AM THE HEAD DANCE 
CHOREOGRAPHER AND CAST MEMBER FOR STYLETAINMENT.  
What moves me about STYLETAINMENT is that it is a company 
that knows the potential it has and where that potential could 
lead to. It moves me because I can see it for myself in the way 
we work. Not only that, but the greater focus is also to be a 
blessing to women who are homeless and living with and 
recovering from cancer. A lot of passion goes into every single 
detail to make the company what it is. I am so supportive 
because I believe my purpose and the purpose of 
STYLETAINMENT are in alignment. STYLETAINMENT The Show, A 
Cancer Survivor’s Story is a “layered” production that does not 
really fit into a single category. It is a combination of theater, 
dance, music, poetry, and fashion with each element no more 
important than the other. 

DIRECTOR OF DANCE 



KYRA SHANAE, IMANI TAHIRA, DEVONNE, RUTHIE, 

ANDY, TONI, JESSICA, CRISTINE, ANDREA, 

CECE, KEVIN, NIKKI & JAMIE

MAIN CAST MEMBERS



EVENT TEAM

HATTIE SMITH

HERMIONE KING

LESLIE LEWIS

LISA ST. HILAIRE

SUSAN CAINED

ANNE PEPPER

TOYA JACKSON

CHAUN WILLIS

DAVID MANNING



Hosts





W O M E N
Women today are strong, powerful, fierce and 

independent.  They are strong willed and are the 

backbone of families, offices, schools, etc. but 

there is an epidemic that is holding back our 

women from achieving greatness and that is the 

woman’s battle with cancer of all types.

Regardless of age, color, size and economic 

status, cancer can devastate anyone.  Cancer is 

one of the many issues plaguing women today 

and getting in their way of living their lives.  It is 

important for women to know that they are not 

alone in this issue.

As we move forward with our program we ask 

that you open your hearts and join us as we 

Celebrate our Mothers, Grandmothers, God-

Mothers, Wives, Daughters, Daughters-in-Law, 

Grand- Daughters, Sisters, Sister-Friends, 

Aunts, Nieces and Cousins, WOMEN battling 

cancer!



Did you know there are 

thousands of women that 

are currently being treated  

for cancer, but are 

homeless, stressed and 

struggolsling

to meet their day-to-day 

living expenses?



What if there were 

“A Place Called Home” 
that women going through 

cancer treatments could 

live, at no cost 

to them?

Would you support it?



If you are serious about supporting our 
vision, we would like to speak with you.

Call us at: 
732.641.0885



A very special and heartful “Thank You” to these 3 amazing ladies. For believing 
and supporting my visions and passions. Most importantly for showing up, 

being present to every moment and pushing me forward. 

The overall success of this event is because of you!
Thank you Hattie for your dedication to excellence!!!!!!! 

Thank you Hermione & Thank you Leslie!
I love you more!!!!!!!

Hattie Smith
Breast Cancer Advocate Leader

www.hits314.webnode.com

Hermione King
Event Planner, Media Promotions & more

hermking77@gmail.com

Leslie Lewis
Mind Body Spirit, Personal Training

mbsfit4ever@aol.com

A VERY SPECIAL 

http://www.hits314.webnode.com/
mailto:hermking77@gmail.com
mailto:mbsfit4ever@aol.com


Carla Roberts
Renanda Williams
Angelo Ellerbee
Chrystal Shakir
Kiana Jones
Jimmy Journigan
Gloria Lockett
Mike Lowery
Annette Robinson
Rosalind Williford
Carleen Swingler

Hattie Smith
Hermione King
Leslie Lewis
Lisa St. Hilaire

Sylvia Conley
Maryann Denney
Carla Roberts
Erica Isaac
Irene Emmett
Marion Malloy
Shalonda Cordova
Shelly Limbard
RosIa Ellzy
Diane Fonseca
Biagio's Florist

Innercity Lighthouse
Ms. Idida Rodriguez

Twisted Vintage, Carmen Bury

Toya Jackson
Susan Cained
Anne  Pepper
David Manning
Chaun Willis

TO OUR AMAZING TEAM

A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO
JoAnne Joseph & Christine Pitt



Touchstone Crystal - by Swarovski 
Iron Hill Brewery PA
La Stalla Restaurant PA
Rocco’s at the Brick, Newtown, PA
Friends Bar & Grill Restaurant PA
Isaac Newton Restaurant 
Delta's New Brunswick, NJ
Turning Point, NJ
Hand & Stone Spa (Newtown Location Only
Radiance Spa, Jamison, PA
Andrilisa Read-Iglesias Lopes
Stacey Morrin
Bradford Renaissance Portrait 
Harvest Seasonal Grill & Wine Bar
Solstice Restaurant 
M House of Style
iUnique Salon Showcase
Tujuana Wyatt 
David Craig Jewelers
Designs From Tranquility 
Dominique Pino
Luxion Centro Tavola
Tesa Erven, Author
Lucinda Cross, Author
Andrew Snorton, Author
Ladonna Marie, Author
Trae D. Johnson, Author
James Rodman, Author 
Johnny Wimbrey, Nik Halik, Vernae Taylor & Les Brown, Authors

TO OUR SILENT AUCTION DONORS



The Red Carpet Experience

Silent Auction Opens

Honoree Introduction

Blessing of the Food

Bon Appétit

LAUGH OUT LOUD “with A. Hood” 

Wild Orchid

Gala Awards

Hosted by: Hattie Smith

Silent Auction Announcement 

Crowning of the King & Queen

A WORD FROM MISSOURI 

Introducing: The Sweeter The Cherry

DANCE LIKE NOBODY’S WATCHING WITH:

DJ Antione Qua





Awards Host

Hattie Smith



1. PAULA FLORY:

STYLETAINMENT PRODUCER, 

CHOREORAPHER, SONGWRITER & TWO OF 

MISSOURI’S CHILDREN  

KYRA SHANAE CHERRY                                                                   

&

SHAREEF HOOD  

2. MARIE ALTHOUSE:

PASTOR AND FIRST LADY OF POWER CENTER 

CHURCH OF STATEN ISLAND & OWNERS OF 

PRESTIGE CLOTHING NYC 

MR. & MRS ALBERT CANCELA

3. TANIA ELLERBE-TURNER

FOUNDER & CEO OF REALEMN PRODUCTIONS

TONI ISREAL

&

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT SPECIALIST

DANA HUGHES

4. TAJUANA ALLEN

COUNCILMAN

ROBERT ARTIS 

&

STYLETAINMENT’S PRODUCTION MANAGER

CHAUN WILLIS

5. CELESTE GIANCOLA

AUTHOR, PRESS &MEDIA CONSULTANT, 

EDUCATOR, COMMUNITY ADVOCATE & ONE 

OF TONIGHT’S RED CARPET HOST, FROM 

ATLANTA

ANDREW SNORTON 

&

PASTOR OF TRUE VINE MINISTRIES, OWNER & 

DESIGNER @ MICHAEL LAMONT MENSWEAR,                

THE MAN HIMSELF

MICHAEL LAMONT WILLIAMS 

6. ANGELINA KILLANE-SIMS

POWER COUPLE:

VICE PRESIDENT AT CHUBB GROUP OF 

INSURANCE COMPANIES

SEAN GORNELL

WELLNESS COACH AT HERBALIFE NUTRITION

DOMINGA GORNELL 

7. VERONICA ADAMS-GRIMSLEY

SENIOR AMERICA PAGEANT ADMINISTRATOR

DENISE CARAZZO

&

CEO OF GLOBAL ENTERTAINMENT RHYTHMS, 

FOUNDER OF HAND UP PAID FORWARD, 

MOTIVATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKER

MARCUS KNIGHT



Paula Flory



Paula Flory
My Cancer Journey

On May 12, 2011, the entire landscape of my life was forever changed. 

Two weeks earlier I found a lump in my armpit. In my mid-forties and in 

the best shape of my life, I would have never guessed that I would be 

told the words, “You have cancer”.  That night, a violent thunderstorm 

battered my house as I dropped to my knees and prayed.  With a Stage 

III cancer I made the decision, along with my husband, to choose a 

great medical team and to keep putting one foot in front of the other. 

Despite the trauma of losing my breasts and hair and feeling 

completely lost at times, I knew deep down into the depths of my soul 

that I would some day understand the why of this diagnosis and use 

the wisdom and knowledge gained from this experience to do 

something that would have a powerful and positive impact on others 

facing breast cancer. Ten years and ten surgeries later I have worked to 

build breast cancer support programs around the world and have had 

the privilege of assisting more than 2000 survivors. Despite all of the 

challenges I have faced since my diagnosis in 2011,  I have found 

beauty and inspiration in my life far beyond that which I would have 

otherwise known.





Marie Althouse



Marie Althouse
My Cancer Journey

In October of 2006 after having a mammogram in December, I felt a lump 

in my right breast. Being a single mother of two, a full-time teacher, and 

home responsibilities, my life was full or should I say over-full.

I did quickly get a late afternoon appointment with my doctor. He felt and 

told me it would be nothing but we will schedule a mammogram. I 

happened to get an appointment one week later.

That’s when life changed as we know it.

Before I got home for dinner, the doctor’s office was called to say that I 

needed an appointment with a breast surgeon. Next day after going to 

work for two hours, I contacted the breast surgeon. The appointment had 

already been made for the next day.

Wow! Why is this happening so fast? Something must be terribly wrong!

So, biopsy, lumpectomy, re-excision and port, then a unilateral right 

mastectomy. I did have sentinel node biopsy, left breast reduction, nipple 

replacement, and immediate silicone implant.

Time to recuperate.

No time! I need chemotherapy. I was triple negative. So A-C-T for me. I 

disliked the information available for adromyicin so in a visualization 

therapy I refocused. Adromyicin became little red fire trucks going to put 

out and take away my cancer.

Thank you doctors, nurses, and all who prayed!

Now 15 years later it was all worth it. I have five beautiful grandchildren 

who adore their Nana.

FIGHT FIGHT FIGHT





Tania Ellerbe-Turner



Tania Ellerbe-Turner
My Cancer Journey 

Although my story includes some heartbreak, at the same time my life is full 
with the surprising blessings cancer actually brought me. By sharing my 
cancer journey,  I hope to inspire others to treat overall wellness as a 
preventive measure; to give generously to worthy causes; and to encourage 
and support Cancer services in their own communities. Because of my family 
history (my mother died from breast cancer at a young age), I always 
hesitated to celebrate milestone birthdays, choosing instead to wait until 
about the third year into my thirties and forties to mark the new decade.

So when I was 50, my OB/GYN noticed a lump in my underarm, I felt the full 
force of it. I had to advocate for myself because diagnostic mammograms 
didn’t find anything. Finally, an ultrasound confirmed malignancy in my left 
breast; I opted for a bilateral mastectomy with reconstruction due to my 
family history.

Outlined below are a few key pivotal moments from my cancer journey: 

Work/Life Balance: 27 years in a fast-paced career in pharmaceutical 
marketing/sales leadership roles was all I knew before cancer. “I don’t think 
I’ve ever really known what it is to slow down. I was a hardworking kid, and 
never wavered in that work ethic.  After my cancer diagnosis, I sadly lost my 
job and soon after, my 23-year marriage to an unexpected divorce. Now, two 
years later, I have taken a new job with less demanding hours, so I can spend 
more time at home with my young adult daughter and teenage son until I 
can get them both “off to college.”



Most Difficult Challenges: “Watching my entire life fall around me, while 
I was still reeling from the cancer diagnosis -- it was more than I’d ever 
endured. And cancer changed me -- it made me realize, how I want to 
be treated. On top of my own emotions, my kids also experienced the 
effects of our upheaval, and then, both suffered unrelated physical 
challenges (freak accidents) which required both kids in two different 
hospitals undergoing critical care at the same time. It was quite a 
journey for all of us, these past 3 years. And with the pandemic 
happening simultaneously. Both myself and my two children took the 
time to sit still dig deep and begin the healing process. 

My Treatment Team: “From the moment I was first introduced to The 
Healing Consciousness Foundation of health professionals, everyone’s 
approach was consistent -- and not just their bedside manner. That, of 
course, was excellent, but for me it was more than that. We were on the 
journey together; there was this soul-to-soul consciousness from the 
surgeons to the financial people to the Breast Friends support group. I 
could feel everyone’s positive energy and I never felt like I was in harm’s 
way, or alone. Later, I engaged with the Life Strategies coaching service 
provided by “Karen Jayne“  and it was life-changing; from that I learned 
three things: humility, resilience, and courage.”

Advice For Other Survivors: I am well  ware of the healing that came 
with taking my power back. “It is okay to ask for -- and accept -- help. It is 
okay to put yourself first. It sounds surprising, but what this journey has 
given me and my kids, after experiencing several low points  …. it’s a gift. 
We experience more laughter, quality time and less focus on the small 
stuff. We have a Bond that can never be broken. We are bigger, better 
than we were before.” Only God knows the plan.





Tajuana Allen



Tajuana Allen                                                                                                                
My Cancer Journey 

My name is Tajuana Allen. In November of 2018 I was diagnosed with 
stage 2 triple negative breast cancer. At the time I was a mom, a wife, a 
kindergarten assistant, a sister and most importantly and thankfully I was 
the daughter of a King. When I heard those words, I really didn’t know 
what that meant. I knew breast cancer had stages, but I had no idea 
there were different kinds. Quickly I learned that triple negative breast 
cancer, TNBC, is a kind that is very aggressive. 

By December 12th I was having my 1st of 18 rounds of chemotherapy that 
ended April 16th of 2019. On May 29th I had a double mastectomy and in 
July I started 25 rounds of radiation. I wish that was the end of it all, but I 
had to wait until November of 2019 to have my exchange surgery where 
they removed my temporary implants to give me permanent ones. 

I could never paint a full picture of my journey in a few short words but 
what I will say is my journey was made better by a few things. My work 
family at Cook School supported me. People I barely knew supported 
me. My church family showed me an abundance of support. My husband 
was by my side every step of the way. Most importantly, God held me 
close and carried me. Even though there were many challenging 
moments and days, I knew then and I know now that it was God’s grace 
that kept me and it was all for His glory.





Celeste Giancola



Celeste Giancola
My Cancer Journey  

October 23, 2019 I was diagnosed. I received the horrible news

and called my sister. I was in shock and could not cry. I couldn’t

believe I was told I had breast cancer over the phone. I live alone

and didn’t talk to anyone that day. I waited for the evening to call

my best friend. I knew her life was going to change and I wanted

to spare her the pain. It was 2 years this past October.

It felt like I was running a marathon or taking a crash course to

become a Doctor with everything I had to learn about my breast

cancer so I could make the best decisions for myself. I had a

lumpectomy and finished my radiation March 5, 2020; two weeks

before lockdown. Yes, two weeks before lockdown. What timing!

I remember watching television and heard talk about our “New

Normal.” You know the “NEW NORMAL” WITH COVID. I was very

angry because I hadn’t even figured out my “New Normal”, you

know the “New Normal” with Breast Cancer.

October 23, 2019 changed my life. If it wasn’t for my spiritual

connection with God, I don’t know how I would have coped and

had courage. He has always been there for me before, during and

to this day. It’s me that moves away. My sister, family, friends and

all the other angels along the way showed up for me. I knew very

early on I would receive many blessings. That’s how I think and

that’s what I know to be true. Out of each painful, life changing

experience, there are blessings, and I received many. They are still

showing up in my life. One of the blessings I will share with you is

I was able to experience how many people truly love me and how

my life had such an impact on theirs. I thought, “WOW! Not

everyone gets to experience this. How Blessed I am.”





Angelina Killane-Sims



Angelina Killane-Sims 
My Brief Cancer Journey

A brief excerpt about my breast cancer journey. 
I was diagnosed in November 2007 with Stage III breast cancer by chance.  
In September, I received a call from my gynecologist that I had missed my 
yearly exam the year before and that he was retiring on October 30th and 
that I should come in before he retired.  I made my appointment for the 
very end of October and my doctor felt a large lump in my left breast and 
could not believe that I did not know it was there.  He immediately set up 
an appointment for me with a surgeon for 2 days later.  That was when 
my life changed.  My ob/gyn saved had saved my life at that moment.  
I went to the surgeon 2 days later and he did an emergency biopsy right in 
his office that very same day.  He told me he doesn’t do them in his office, 
that he usually sends patients out to another location, but this couldn’t 
wait.  I was a ball of nervousness.  It was painful and within 2 days he had 
my results.  I was working in New York City at the time, and he called me 
to ask if my husband and I could come in the day of the results.  I left NY 
and my husband met me at the surgeon’s office.  We both would get the 
surprise of our lives.  I had breast cancer and based on what the Dr. could 
tell it was an advanced stage.

All the tests were rushed and within 2 weeks, I was told I had advanced 
stage III DCIS breast cancer and the tumor was so close to my chest wall 
that I would need to start an aggressive chemotherapy to try and shrink it 
away from my chest wall immediately.  There is so much more to this 
story, but in short, I had a left mastectomy and in the last 12 years, I have 
had 19 surgeries with October 2020 as what I hope and pray is my last.   

Breast cancer is so much more than just a physical disease.  The scars on 
our bodies are there forever but so are the emotional scars which seem 
to also never go away. I am happy to be cancer free and the founder of 
AAngelsNJ.  A 501 (c)(3) nonprofit that provides breast health education, 
cancer awareness and direct support services to underserved 
communities (but not limited to). 





Veronica Adams-Grimsley



Veronica Adams-Grimsley
My Cancer Journey

Veronica’s ………life changed on January 3rd, 2014. While 

sleeping, she was awakened by her pup pawing at her chest, 

only to find a lump. After the biopsy results she was diagnosed 

with, Stage (1) IDC, Invasive Ductal Carcinoma, an unusual 

aggressively growing cancer.

She would then endure an extensive treatment process 

through the year of 2014 with several surgeries including a 

partial and full bi-lateral mastectomy on the left breast and 

reduction on the right breast. Veronica would then go on to 

have the total removal of 30 lymph nodes with ending results 

of a total mastectomy of the left breast and reconstruction 

surgery.

Today Veronica “Roni” is 53 years old and living her best life as 

a Wife, Mother, Grandmother, Caregiver & Breast Cancer 

Advocate. She considers herself more than a Survivor…she’s a 

Warrior.

Veronica is not just fighting for herself, but for every newly 

diagnosed and survivor, as well the family of someone who has 

lost a Warrior. She is a strong advocate for the Breast Cancer 

Community along with her organization, Veronica’s Faith 

Warriors.

My Vision- to create a safe, positive & helpful environment for 

men, women & children.

Mission: Pink/Positive House – Center for all Cancers





Connect and Support our Gala 2021 BCS Honorees

Paula Flory
www.moveoverbreastcancer.org

Marie Althouse
althouseb9@aol.com 

Tania Ellerbe-Turner
taniadturner@comcast.net 

Tajuana Allen
Tajuanaallen75@gmail.com

Celeste Giancola
cmgian19@gmail.com

Angelina Killane-Sims
www.aangelsnj.org

Veronica Adams-Grimsley
https://www.facebook.com/adamsgrimsley

http://www.moveoverbreastcancer.org/
mailto:althouseb9@aol.com
mailto:taniadturner@comcast.net
mailto:Tajuanaallen75@gmail.com
mailto:cmgian19@gmail.com
http://www.aangelsnj.org/


2022
Is our 10th Anniversary 
Get ready for an EPIC 

Celebration!!!!!!!

Visit: 
www.STYLETAINMENT.com

Email Us for Details @
STYLETAINMENT@gmail.com

http://www.styletainment.com/
mailto:STYLETAINMENT@gmail.com


Products by



First Edition
$45.00

INSPIRATIONAL BOOKS!

Second Edition
Table Top
$69.99



The Happy Collection
Faux Leather Jewelry



The Royal Collection 
Faux Leather Jewelry



Simply Fab Faux Fur
Outerwear & Accessories



Simply Fab Faux Fur 

for Him



Teen Life – Style
ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS

Experience The Art of Style! You are your brand

~ ~ ~ 
ENROLLMENT PACKAGES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

EMAIL: STYLETAINMENT@GMAIL.COM

COMING SOON!

Girls Only 13-19

EDUCATIONAL & INSPIRATIONAL

www.TeenLifeStylexp.com

http://www.teenlifestylexp.com/


My message to you is simple: 

“If you have not touched the heart of people, you haven’t done 

anything.”

Remember, everything that was ever created began with a 

thought…stop procrastinating… JUST DO IT!

As you continue on this journey we call life, reach out and grab 

someone by the hand that’s not as strong as you and “take them with 

you, please? 

Teach them so they can teach someone else. When you have reached 

the top, don’t get complacent.  If you look down, you will see many 

striving to get up…travel back for more.  After all, if you are at the top, 

where else can you go?”

Now go out and do something nice for someone else! 

We hope to see  you next year at our 10th Anniversary Celebration … It 

will be EPIC! 

I wish you, Unconditional Love, Creativity and Empowerment,

Producer, Designer, Author & Breast Cancer Inspirational & Upliftment 

Leader



CONTACT US
If you are interested in learning more about

A Place Called Home (APCH)

~
BOOK US

For our Full Show or Promo Productions of
The Show, A Cancer Survivor’s Story!

~

HIRE US TO CUSTOMIZE PERFORMANCES FOR YOUR EVENT
“The Sweeter The Cherry”

~

NEED HELP PLANNING AN EVENT?
Let’s Talk!

BE SURE TO CHECK OUT OUR BOOKS, FASHION COLLECTIONS & MORE

www.STYLETAINMENT.com
www.MyJourneytoSTYLETAINMENT.com
www.MHouseofSTYLE.com
www.TeenLifeStylexp.com

Mo Enterprise STYLETAINMENT
PO BOX 171

Franklin Park, NJ 08823 
732.641.0885

STYLETAINMENT@gmail.com

http://www.styletainment.com/
http://www.myjourneytostyletainment.com/
http://www.mhouseofstyle.com/
http://www.teenlifestylexp.com/
http://www.STYLETAINMENT@gmail.com




THANK YOU FOR JOINING US THIS 
EVENING. WE HOPE YOU HAD 

A GREAT TIME!

WE WISH YOU, SAFE TRAVELS AND 
WE HOPE TO SEE YOU AT OUR 

2022 GALA

WE WILL BE 

AND IT WILL BE, EPIC!!!!!!! 




